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Maurolin AG – founded in 1920 – is a family-owned Swiss company.
Maurolin AG develops, produces and sells natural oils and paintings for
wood protection (Diotrol) as well as biological cleaning products for an
everyday use in household (Diolin). All products are fully developed and
produced in Switzerland.
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Welcome

Markus Hauert, CEO
«This we guarantee you: for each kind of wood, each kind of application and each kind of wooden object, Diotrol AG is offering you the
perfect product. Produced from natural oils, easy to applicate and sustainable – you will be amazed!»

FOUR FACTS ABOUT DIOTROL AG

1
2

Diotrol AG is a small, independent family business,
run in the third generation. Markus Hauert, owner
and CEO, is the grandson of the founder of Maurolin AG Ernst Hauert.

3

Since 1938, Diotrol AG has been able to draw on
many years of experience. Years of testing and
improving provide a solid base for a wide range
of products, proofing their quality in all climate
zones.

Diotrol AG is known for high quality, ecological
and sustainable products concerning wood-protection and -maintenance.

4

The success of Diotrol AG is not only due to products, but also due to its industrial location Switzerland and its employees.
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THE MODERN AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE – LOVE TO LIVE AND BREATH
It is often heard, wood is a breathing and living material to work

of light, the lignin oxidizes and becomes darker. This is, in many

with. It is warm and soft to touch, and it simply feels cosy. And of

ways, annoying. On one hand, you got the breathing, living and

course, as a regrowing source, wood still is – ecological – the most

healthy cladding, on the other hand, it shows off real quickly spots

reasonable choice when building a home.

that are different from the rest, which is obvious when rearranging furniture or pictures.

With today’s technology and engineering craftsmanship, it is even
possible to build a sustainable home with more than just two

It is often impossible to brighten up such walls or adjust them, so

floors. Take for instance the “HoHo Tower” in Vienna – it is planned

the walls look fresh and evenly coloured again. The only solution

to build at least 24 floors. Wood as a building material has many

would be a thick and opaque layer of tinted varnish, which in the

advantages too: wood itself is low in weight but has a tremendous

end would hinder the moisture buffering.

weight-bearing capacity. It is stable yet elastic the same time.
Wood offers uncountable different ways to use it. And in comparison to concrete, wood is breathing.

«Moisture buffering is hindered
by a decorative coating.»

«Diotrol has tackled down two problems
with one product.»
Over the past decade, Diotrol has developed and successfully
tested different products which are all very well suited to prevent
light and freshly cut timber from yellowing. The call for a better

Well, technically speaking wood isn’t breathing, it is a hygroscopic

moisture exchange had not been overheard. Therefore we had

construction material. This means wood has the ability to absorb

put all our knowledge and experience into the development of a

large amounts of moisture and release it back into the environ-

new product which grants not only the protection from yellowing

ment. This natural process, known as moisture buffering, is very

but also an unhindered moisture exchange in the living area.

deeply wished for when building a home because it does affect the
room climate in a beneficial way.
But, there is one little problem: If the wooden surface is closed or

«Diotrol is saving you
time and money.»

sealed by – let’s say – a decorative coating, the moisture exchange
cannot occur. This has an immediate effect on the interior design
of a home. If you want to retain the moisture exchange, therefore

With Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One we succeeded in tackling

the circulation of indoor air, ceilings and walls need to be untreat-

down both problems in just one product – which even is time and

ed. In consequence, non-treated ceilings and panels will get dark-

money saving. You might ask why? Simply, it only needs one coat-

er over the years.

ing to unfold its UV-radiation-protection while meantime prevailing the moisture buffering process of timber.

«Lignin and exposure to UV-radiation
let the timber darken.»

The new techniques and fresh knowledge gained by the development of a new product are beneficially used to enhance our
already existing products. Therefore you can be assured, if you
choose a product of our Diotrol UV-protection-series, your home

This effect is known as yellowing or darkening and occurs due to

will be modern, ecological and healthy in any way. In simple

lignin of the wood. Each timber contains lignin. By the influence

words, it’s impossible not to love living and breathing.
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DIOTROL AQUA SUN-EX FINISH ONE – OUR BRAND-NEW SOLUTION
There are tons of protective wood-coatings on the market. So,
why should you use Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE? First of all,
like all our Diotrol Aqua products, Sun-Ex Finish ONE is a water

✓✓

M1-certificated.

based coating made of an emulsion with natural oils. Therefore

✓✓

The very low Sd-value of 0.01 guarantees an unimpeded
moisture exchange.

the SVOC/VOC-emission is nonexistent. It is enviromental-friendly
and does not affect your health.

✓✓

It is easy to applicate, either by using a simple brush or any me-

✓✓

Equipped with a formaldehyde-scavenger to reduce the
formaldehyde pollution.
Equipped with a light stabilizer to protect light wood
from darkening.

chanical devices like a spray-gun. And you only need one coat to
fully protect the walls and ceilings in your home. Its standard col-

✓✓

Non-blocking.

ours are Natura (colourless) or Whitish (a slight translucent White).

✓✓

Application by industrial or manual processing.

It can be tinted in our colour-collections Décor, DP–Diotrol Plus

✓✓

Tested according to DIN EN 927-4 and DIN EN ISO

and AW–Antikwood. Or you choose the colour you like the most
according to RAL- or NCS-colourcards.
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DIOTROL AQUA SUN-EX FINISH ONE #80040 NATURA / #80041 WHITISH
Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE is a water-based high-tech coating

the balanced indoor air, mould and muggy smell do not have any

system for light natural wood such as timber, panelling floors or in-

chance to arise.

door furniture. Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE protects wood from
discolouration, such as yellowing or darkening, caused by sunlight.

Packaging: 1L, 5L, 20L

Its light-protective mechanism, in combination with UV-absorber,
prevents the photo-chemical oxidation of wood ingredients (mainly lignin) and thus temporal yellowing. The wood will maintain its
natural light tint for a longer period.
Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE comes with a very low Sd-value
of 0.01. Thus, even after painting, the very low Sd-Value of Diotrol
Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE guarantees an unimpeded moisture exchange between the wood and the room. This provides a healthy
and pleasant atmosphere in the living environment and due to

APPLICATION
✓✓

The wood must be raw, untreated, dry, dust- and grease-free.
The desired light-protective effect can only be achieved with
raw and untreated wood.

✓✓

Already darkened wood must be sanded down to its natural
wood color.

✓✓

Applicate Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE either with a roller,
brush or spray gun in one layer. If wished for, apply a second
layer after 3 – 4 hours waiting time.

✓✓

Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE is ready to use. If necessary,
you can dilute it with water.

✓✓

Consumption depends on the surface. We recommend to use
80 – 110g/m2 of Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE.

✓✓

Drying time is approximately 12 hours.
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DIOTROL AQUATROL PANELWHITE – THE ANSWER TO DARKENED WOOD
Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite is our answer to already darkened
wood. Use it to lighten up the walls and ceilings and let the timber

✓✓

White colour.

shine as if it is newly, fresh cut wood again. On the other hand,

✓✓

No SVOC / VOC emission.

using Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite from the beginning, meaning

✓✓

Equipped with a light stabilizer to protect light wood
from darkening.

upon construction, the walls and ceilings of your home will not get
darker over the years because of its equipped light stabilizer.
Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite is a water based, mild lye which ef-

✓✓

Ready to use, dilute with water if necessary.

✓✓

Application by industrial or manual processing.

✓✓

Surface can be cleaned by using a mild soap.

fectively protects wood work from darkening by neutralising the
tannic acids. Diotrol Aquatrol Täferweiss has an added UV-filter and
is equipped with an anti-oxidant. It also contains natural oils and

are already darkened. Like Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish ONE, Diotrol

waxes, which saturate and seal the surface for easy maintenance.

Aquatrol Panelwhite is equipped with a light stabilizer to protect

Above all, it is the perfect solution when the walls of your home

raw and untreated timber from yellowing.
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DIOTROL AQUATROL PANELWHITE #80500 AND POLARWHITE #80502
Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite is a water-based, isolating coating for
all types of wood such as wall panels or ceiling finishes. It contains
natural oils of renewable raw materials which lend the painting
a silky smooth and easy to clean surface. A special mechanism
prevents that the wood components such as tannins, which are
discolouring the paint, can bleed through. When used correctly,
yellowing is not possible and Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite remains
sustainable white. The permanent yellowing lock is only given if
no subsequent penetration of the wood takes place more due to
structural defects.
Packaging: 1L, 5L, 10L

APPLICATION
✓✓

The wood must be planed and sanded. The surface must be clean, free of grease and wax. It must be free from any paint or other
coatings. Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite must be applied directly on rough and untreated coniferous wood.

✓✓

Apply Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite either with a roller, brush or spray-gun in one layer. If a whiter finish is wished, apply a second layer
after 5 hours drying time.

✓✓

Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite is ready to use. If necessary, you can dilute it with water.

✓✓

Consumption depends on the surface. We recommend to use 100 – 250g/m2 of Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite.

✓✓

Drying time is approximately 24 hours.
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DIOTROL AQUATROL POLARWHITE – FOR AN EVEN BRIGHTER WHITE
Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite is our newest development in our
Aquatrol product branch. It has a richer and deeper white than the

✓✓

Very opaque White.

basic Aquatrol Panelwhite.

✓✓

No SVOC / VOC emission.

✓✓

Equipped with a light stabilizer to protect light wood
from darkening.

Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite is a water based emulsion of natural
oils and provides a long living, white complexion. In comparison to

✓✓

Ready to use, dilute with water if necessary.

Aquatrol Panelwhite, the new Polarwhite is a non-transparent ver-

✓✓

Application by industrial or manual processing.

sion. Therefore already darkened timber will be hidden completely
under 1 – 2 coats of Aquatrol Polarwhite.

APPLICATION
✓✓

The wood must be planed and sanded. The surface must be
clean, free of grease and wax. It must be free from any paint
or other coatings. Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite must be applied directly on rough and untreated coniferous wood.

✓✓

Apply Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite either with a roller, brush
or spray-gun in one layer. If a whiter finish is wished, apply a
second layer after 5 hours drying time.

✓✓

Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite is ready to use. If necessary, you
can dilute it with water.

✓✓

Consumption depends on the surface. We recommend to use
100 – 250g/m2 of Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite.

✓✓
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Drying time is approximately 24 hours.
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DIOTROL AQUA SUN-EX
FINISH ONE

DIOTROL AQUATROL

Application

Indoors, raw and untreated coniferous wood used as

Indoors on panelling, ceilings and walls made of untreated

area

timber, panelling, floors or indoor furniture

wood, especially light wood (coniferous).

Binder

Reactive

Combination of polymers, natural oils from regenerating
raw material and natural wax-emulsion

Waxes and natural oils from regenerating raw material

UV absorbers, light stabilizer, formaldehyde scavenger

Special mechanism to block tannins (thus yellowing)

none

none

Solids

appr. 35%

appr. 15%

Density

1.05kg/l

1.2kg/l

Gloss

silky

mat to mat silky, depending on surface and coating thickness

agents

Active
agents

Tints

Natura (colourless), Whitish (slightly white),
Diotrol collections, RAL and NCS

Panelwhite (translucent) and Polarwhite (opaque)

VOC

0.0mg/kg

0.0mg/kg

Sd-value

< 0.01

not defined

Certificate

Finland (M1)

Switzerland (B), France (A)
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COLLECTION DÉCOR

Décor 1

Décor 2

Décor 3

Décor 4

Décor 5

Décor 6

Décor 7

Décor 8

Décor 9

This is our newest collection, based on several RAL tints.
Visit our homepage www.diotrol.com for further pictures of
our Diotrol Collections.

CRITERIA FOR CERTIFICATES
The Swiss certificate of Stiftung Farbe is given in seven categories, labelled from A to G. Diotrol Aquatrol gained the label B, which means
the product is: waterbased, contains less than 30g/L of VOC, free of aromatic compounds, free from film protection agents, free of sensitizing, highly environmentally hazardous substances, and contains no CMR substances.
Limit values French VOC Label
The limit values of the emissions classes refer to the total of the VOC emissions and also to the evalutation of 10 single substances (in μg/
m3). Diotrol Aquatrol gained the very good A.
Testing and criteria for M1
To be granted the quality label, an emission test (incl ammonia, formaldehyde, and carcinogenics) and an odour test have to be perfomed
on the construction product. The time period of testing is 28 days. Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One was granted the M1, the highest certificate.
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1x Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One Natura
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2x Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One Whitish

1x Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One Whitish

2x Diotrol Aqua Sun-Ex Finish One Natura

UV-Protection

1x Diotrol Aquatrol Polarwhite

2x Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite

1x Diotrol Aquatrol Panelwhite

2x Diotrol Aqua trol Polarwhite
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Diotrol AG | Schweiz
Bodenackerstrasse 64 | CH-4657 Dulliken
T +41 62 285 30 70
Diotrol AG | Deutschland
Heuriedweg 30A | D-88131 Lindau
T +49 8382 88 99 310
info@diotrol.com | www.diotrol.com

Produkt entwickelt und produziert in der Schweiz.
Développement et fabrication du produit en Suisse.
Product developed and produced in Switzerland.

